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The September Virtual Benching
Well done growers, you did it again. I just loved the amazing array of gorgeous orchids you shared with us and such a
wealth of ‘stuff’ to explore. Aren’t orchids a fantastic world to play in.

Aeridovanda Mundyi (or Papilionanthe Mundyi) ‘benched’ by Peter and Jane D’Olier
So what do you know about Papilionanthe? The name suggest some kind
of butterfly flowers? I will give you a clue – they used just call them the
terete leaf Vandas. But that still leaves us with the conundrum of the
hybrid genus name Aeridovanda VS the species genus Papilionanthe.

To start with, Aeridovandas are hybrids between the naturally occurring
genera Aerides and Vanda. Aeridovanda Mundyi is the hybrid between
what used to be Aerides vandarum and Vanda Teres which explains the
original name Aeridovanda Mundyi.

Now as to Papilionanthe. As explained in an article on the American
Orchid Society website, “the genus Papilionanthe was first described by
Schlechter in 1915 when he moved Vanda teres into Papilionanthe, as a
monotypic genus because he felt V. teres was intermediate between Vanda and
Aerides. He derived the generic name from the Latin papilio (butterfly) and
anthe (flower) to describe the colorful butterflylike flowers of this plant.”
“Unfortunately, most taxonomists ignored Schlechter’s classification until 1972
when Garay clarified the lack of understanding of Schlechter’s work. Garay
added new taxonomic changes so the genus would include a section of Aerides
and now there are 11 species in this once monotypic genus.”
As you might have guessed by now, both Aerides vandarum and Vanda teres are
now Papilionanthes. Which makes the hybrid between them a Papilionanthe and
not an Aeridovanda. Hence Papilionanthe Mundyi.

The Papilionanthes (abbrev. Ple) are essentially terete (pencil shape) leaf
Vandas. They are large sprawling plants that tend to climb but can also grow dangling down. Plants eventually make
multiple stems and can sometimes be a little untidy, although a plant in full flower can be really something.

As indicated by the terete leaves, Papilionanthes need bright light to grow and flower.  They tolerate brighter and
somewhat less water than the more traditional strap leaf Vanda types (ie the broader, flatter leafed types).

Ple. vandarum occurs from NE India into neighboring Burma (Myanmar). It grows in the subtropical zone at 1200-
1700 m and is one of the coolest growing species in the genus. It does impart that cooler tolerance to
it’s hybrids, but NO Papilionanthe can be described as a cold grower.

In milder parts of Sydney, with a little care, some may be grown as backyard orchids but they really
prefer about minimum 10°C and something like 75% relative humidity. Not for your average grower
I’m afraid and not for all of Sydney, but still they can be grown outdoors here. Ple. Miss Joaquim ►

Perhaps the most famous Papilionanthe is the national flower of Singapore, the hybrid Miss Joaquim.
It is renowned as free flowering and all year flowering and even today is used to create vast numbers of cut flowers.

Ple. Mundyi “Mishima’
internet more4you.jp
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Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )
President Dennys’ Desk – Well members it has been a slow month for me.  My orchids are responding nicely to the
weather we are having. There have also been some nice articles on the ABC news website.  The links were sent in my
previous emails.  Restrictions still exist on our meeting hall at West Linfield so our meetings are still on hold.
Pots and supplies – we are have no plastic hangers left in stock but we do have fertiliser, clips, small stakes, green
twine and most pots still in stock.  If you need any of these items let us know and we will get them to you somehow.
Member’s welfare – please remember, if you need to speak to someone immediately then you are most welcome to
contact me at any time, 24/7 on 043 88 77 689.  Further, if you feel you would like a more regular, personal contact
through email and/or phone then we have committee members who are prepared to assist you.
Meetings and AGM – I have communicated with NSW Fair Trading and in line with the committee’s decision to
delay the AGM and, NSW Fair Trading have advised quote, “In the current COVID-19 circumstances
associations no longer have to apply for extensions of time to hold their 2020 annual general meetings or submit
annual summaries of financial affairs. Associations may conduct their AGM when restrictions are lifted or
present 2020 financial information to members at the 2021 AGM”. As soon as restrictions are lifted we will make
a decision on the date for the next AGM.
Virtual Benching – The VB was again very nice. I unashamedly went for showy this month and my naïve favourites
were Pauline and Trevor’s Den. speciosum ‘Foxtail’ cross and Chris Wilson’s Dockrillia Michael Jupp. Don’t forget
to send in your photos to Jenny via the KOS email address since they are appreciated by so many.

Other Society News
1. Chris Wilson’s Orchid Library Report -- no report this month – more soon.

2. Orchid Events gradually Restarting - From other society newsletters we can see that a few societies here and
there are beginning to resume their monthly meetings. There are even a few shows and nursery open days and
auctions etc - with strict controls on attendance numbers and the conditions on which members attend and mingle,
such as swabbing down all touch surfaces, and chairs and tables etc before and after meetings. Our hall is just that bit
smaller making it too hard for us to have a meaningful assembly, but still, as just a microcosm of the rest of society,
these are all signs that Australia is gradually finding ways to live practical social lives again in a relatively safe
environment. Roll on Christmas and 2021.

For the more bold and adventurous, I list the upcoming public events.

Coming Events
Sun 24th Oct, Barrita Sarcday at Barrita nursery 21 Barnes Rd Kulnura. Sales from 8am to 2pm Cymbids, Cattleyas,
Epidendrums, Zygopetalums, and thousands of Sarcochilus seedlings for sale. No show display or food available, a
sales only day. See the Barrita website at https://barritaorchids.com/ - Please observe Covid 19 safety requirements.
Sat 24th Oct - Species Orchid Society Show and public auction. Show open 10am, auction starts 10.15am. West
Pennant Hills Community Church, 41-43 Eaton Rd, West Pennant Hills. Catalog at https://www.orchidspeciesnsw.com.au/

Sun 15th Nov – MWOS Orchid Auction at Cromer Community Centre, Fisher Road North, Cromer. Auction starts at
09.30AM, 487 lots for sale, species and hybrids. No food available so bring your lunch, tea or coffee supplied but
bring your own mug. Catalog and conditions at http://www.orchidsociety.com.au/events/auction-november/
Wed 18th Nov – 7.30pm, special Paph auction run by the Paph Society of NSW, at Ermington Community Centre, 6
River Rd, Ermington. Only 33 lots available but includes some magnificent, rare,  top class Paphs. List available.
28th & 29th November - Tinonee Orchid Nursery Open Days – Sat 28 is Workshop day with a great list of guest
speakers from 10am to 3pm, and Sunday is Open day with sales commencing at 8am, the show open at 10am. Light
refreshments and food will be available all day. Lots of flowering plants available all day. see www.tinoneeorchids.com

Honking Your Horn - I was in the McDonald’s drive-through this morning and the young lady behind me leaned
on her horn because I was taking too long to place my order. “Take the high road,” I thought to myself. So when I got
to the first window I paid for her order along with my own.

The cashier must have told her what I'd done, because as we moved up she leaned out her window and waved to me
and mouthed "Thank you", obviously embarrassed that I had repaid her rudeness with a kindness.

When I got to the second window I showed them both receipts and took her food too. Now she has to go back to the
end of the line start all over. Don't honk your horn at old people!

The GPS - The kids bought me a GPS for my last birthday because my old paper street directory is falling to bits.
The GPS looked pretty smart on my dash board, but the lady inside that gadget was the most annoying, rudest person
I had run into in a long time. Every 10 minutes, she would sarcastically say, "Re-calc-u-lating." You would think that
she could be nicer. It was like she could barely tolerate me. She would let go with a deep sigh and then tell me to
make a U-turn at the next light. Then, -- if I made a right turn instead, well let’s just say it wasn’t a good relationship.

I took the battery out and threw it in the glove box. When I get really lost now, I call my wife and tell her the name of
the cross streets. While it does seem she is starting to develop the same tone as the GPS lady, at least she loves me.
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Orchids I noticed in the Virtual Benching -- Jim Brydie
Every month I face the impossible task of finding the subjects I will choose to explore in the next bulletin. I love it

actually, but I always hope the owners of the many lovely and worth orchids I miss
won’t hold it against me for too long. They might hit the write ups next time.

1. Cattlianthe (Ctt) Chocolate Drop ‘Kodama’ - benched by Lisa Harris – What
an inspired cross this was when it was made by Fred Stewart in California back in
1965. It is a primary hybrid between Cattleya guttata and what was Cattleya
aurantiaca way back then but is now Guarianthe aurantiaca. But who would have
though such a combination would result in such an amazing and intense colour.
Guttata is green or brown with purple spots and a mauve purple lip, aurantiaca is
bright orange. How does that cross end up a burnt cherry with a yellow throat?
Maybe Fred was just lucky, but I suspect it was fantastic insight. Kodama is about
the best cultivar and is a great orchid. Good one Lisa.

2. Dendrobium speciosum – various. There were 4 different examples of speciosum in this month’s Virtual
Benching and aren’t they a spectacular orchid. They can be so different to one another. Colours from white to yellow,
small flowers, large flowers, packed or more spaced. Side by side you can see that they are all speciosum but some
are short, some tall, some curved, some straight. The far northern ones up Cape York way, are almost miniature plants
and have a tall flower spike with no flowers on the bottom two thirds or more or more. Such physical differences.

A couple of years back we were very lucky to have Mick Korzenowski from ANOS
Warringah come to a meeting and explain the way speciosum varies in form as its
habitat moves further and further north. It was amazing to see the variances between
the typical form of the plants as its habitat changed, sometimes by not all that big a
distance either. All these forms have their specific variety names but I am not up to
trying to explain those to you. This creamy yellow one of Trevor and Pauline’s would
be my pick from all the beauties this month but really, if you took votes from the
members I think they would call it a 4 way tie.

3. Dendrobium Hanky Panky – ‘benched’ by Jessie Koh and Herb Schock. This is another of Phil Spence’s hybrids
from Dendrobium Section Latourea, mostly between various PNG species. In this case
cruttwellii x johnsoniae. He has made some delightful hybrids in this group but this is
one I like more than most. The problem with many Latourea species is that their flowers
face downward. It is probably quite practical in nature, offering the main part of the
flower as a lovely little umbrella to keep the rain off the sexy part, but from a flower
appreciation point of view some are a little disappointing. In this case, although
cruttwellii is a downfacing flower, johnsoniae is not quite so, and it seems to have

dominated Hanky Panky’s flower habit. I don’t know about Jessie but I grow this one hanging up above the benches
in my roofed shadehouse and it does quite well. It certainly doesn’t seem to be upset by Sydney’s winter. A very nice,
short, compact grower with lovely flowers. In good conditions it flowers well.

4. Dendrobium Susan – ‘benched’ by Chris Wilson. Well I’ll be blowed. I didn’t
think this thing ever flowered, and now Chris has shown me that it does. I guess I
really knew it must flower because it has been used as a parent to create other hybrids,
but I have a piece I was given by one of our old members Phil Collins as a seedling
something like 40 years ago and I have never flowered it once. I always though Phil
must have been testing me with a joke plant. I wonder if Chris’s also came from Phil?
It might be a sister to mine and I will be very pleased if it looks like his.

Susan is the cross between two Australian native species – D. falcorostrum and D. gracilicaule. The first one is pure
white with a tiny bit of colour in the small lip, while gracilicaule has lots of smaller flowers in gold or greenish gold,
usually with a heavy flush of red on the outside of the petals and sepals. I guess than explains Susan’s lovely green
gold, but gracilicaule’s red flush on the back seems to have disappeared in the mix. I can see why it has been used as a
parent 11 times. Now if I could only figure out how to flower it. Chris? Help please.

5. Den Bardo Rose – benched by Dennys and Jannine Angove. How would you like
to have this gorgeous orchid sitting outside your backdoor? Who needs a landscaper.

Bardo Rose was one of the first Australian native hybrids from the 1960’s period
when there was a rising interest in our native orchids among amateur growers. For
example, if you look at the hybrid history of Den. kingianum as a parent, the first
cross was specio-kingianum in 1892 (no doubt to validate the genetics of the naturally
occurring Den.  x Delicatum). The second cross was Den. Ellen (with tetragonum) in
1928. Bardo Rose was the third in 1961 but there were 7 more in the 1960’s and as many again in the 1970’s. It was
the beginning of a surge of interest in hybridizing our native Dendrobiums.
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Den Bardo Rose is the cross between kingianum and falcorostrum. It is similar to x delicatum but the pseudobulbs
and inflorescence are generally not as robust. There is reputed to be a significant difference in the lip but that
explanation is not within my expertise. Shall we just say Bardo is usually beautiful and soft pink, just like Dennys’.
6. Phalaenopsis amboinense – ‘benched by Geoff and Jean Fulcher. There is a huge surge of interest in the species

Phalaenopsis these days. The vast majority, like amboinensis, carry just a few smallish
flowers (3 or 4 cm) per inflorescence each year but on many the inflorescence doesn’t
die, but resprouts more flowers each year, perhaps on a new branch, perhaps on an
extension of last year’s spike.
Within each species, the flowers of different cultivars can be quite different. They vary
greatly in the colour patterns, the intensity of colour, and the width of sepals and petals.
There are big differences between the best and the poorest. No wonder growers find
them fascinating and may grow many varies of each species.

As you might have guessed, Phal amboinensis is found on Ambon island in the Molucca Archipeligo of Indonesia.
(Ambon is just to the left of Papua), but has also been found on Sulawesi. These are warm, moist growers but
reasonably easy to cultivate if you can provide a suitable environment.

The Fulcher’s plant is a particularly well coloured form and would be sought after by collectors. The tiger stripe
pattern isn’t as pronounced as in some but the red is nice and rich. These are the sorts of orchids that hybridists are
using to introduce reds, oranges, and yellows to those pretty Phallys you see in Coles and
Woolworths these days. Nice one Geoff and Jean.

7. Calanthe Kozu – ‘benched’ by John Chang. Those who know me won’t be surprised that I
just love this one of John’s. Jenny and John gave you a nice background in the VB so I didn’t
think it would be appropriate for me to write it up as a feature this month, but I did save it for
the last of ‘being noticed’. At the risk of boring all but the members who have joined since I
last gave a talk on Japanese Calanthes, here is a little background.

The ‘semi-deciduous’ Calanthes (as opposed to the deciduous Calanthes like C. vestita) are
lovely orchids but are a complicated group for growers to conquer until you understand them a
little. Some are tropical plants needing warm conditions, some are from rather cold areas
which makes them somewhat intolerant of our hot dry summers. Others of course are in
between which makes them quite amenable to culture here and we are at last starting to see
more exciting growable hybrids surfacing, like this one of John’s.
Kozu is the hybrid between Cal. discolor and Cal. izu-insularis but just knowing the parents

doesn’t quite tell you what to expect from the hybrid and crosses like Kozu have
been made many times with different results. Calanthe discolor is the toughest of
all the species from our point of view. It usually has brownish tepals with a white
lip but there are a number of other colour forms and the best are highly prized.
Calanthe izu-insularis comes from the Izu islands to the south of Japan. It has more
spaced flowers and although it also has multiple colour forms, the flowers are often
a pale mauve/purple with a white lip.

This type of Calanthe is a terrestrial grower in moist forest floor detritus. In Spring or early Summer they begin the
seasons new growth from a shoot on the side of last years corm/bulb. Depending on the species and the climate in
which it is grown, the leaves of last year’s growth may or may not still be present but if they are there they will at the
least be rather tatty by then and should be cut off. The flowers grow up through the centre of the new leaves as they
growth develops. Flowers open slightly sequentially from the bottom up. Over the Summer and early Autumn the
growth reaches maturity and the new seasons ‘bulb’ plumps up for next year. Over Winter they may retain their
leaves but there is not much going on in the growing department. They still need occasional water over Winter to keep
them alive, but not much, and you need to take care not to drown them or to allow rots to overtake the plant. Just keep
your eye out for those lovey fresh new shoots coming up in September or October.

Congratulations John, it’s a beauty. I am having trouble with my new little seedlings. Send me some tips please.

8. The Softcanes – Did you notice that the first of the softcane Dendrobiums
showed up in our virtual benching in September? There will be many more this
month as October is the peak flowering month.

The softcane Dendrobes follow a rigid cycle of growth that makes them the easiest
of all orchids to grow (for Sydneysiders anyway). In Sept they break their winter
dormancy by producing buds along their two year old canes. Note, they don’t
flower on last year’s growth, it is the previous year’s canes. By late September a
few are flowering already. Most peak their flowering around mid Oct but some a bit earlier, some later.

While the plant is still in flower (if it had large enough mature canes to flower on), the shoots of the new year’s
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growth begin to show at the base of last year’s growth. This is usually late Oct.

The new season’s fresh flush of roots doesn’t start on the new shoots until the shoot gets 7 to 10cm tall. If you need to
repot, timing is everything. Do it before the flush of new roots starts at the base of last year’s fresh growth. Perhaps do
it when the new shoots are less than 2 or 3cm tall. If you wait until the flowers finish there will be new growing roots
and you can’t fail to damage them in the process. So, sacrifice the end of flowering and repot at the right time.

I can’t give you a date formula for repotting because the timing varies slightly from plant to plant. But now that you
know what to look for you can carefully watch your orchid and work it out for yourself.

Assuming you don’t need to repot, the years growing season begins in November when, as I said, the new shoots are
about 7cm or more tall and new roots are making their way into the pot. This is the time to commence your growing
routine. Start regular watering and start fertilizing, half strength at first but full belt by mid-December. Softcanes have
a short fast growing cycle and as the new cane that starts in November will be fully grown by the end of March or just
after, that is just 5 months at most. You need to pump the fertilizer and water into them while they are growing, to
make the biggest fattest canes you can in that short period.

As the cane grows, you will notice that leaves are produced on alternate sides of the cane as the growth develops.
Leaves emerge from the top of the growing cane, pointing upward, and as the cane expands upward, the new leaf
moves to the side and a new leaf is produced at the top. The leaves are produced on alternate sides of the cane so each
leaf as it begins at the top is genetically predestined to be on the left or the right one after the other.

When the growing season ends, the last leaf produced will be left standing more or less vertical on top of the cane.
When you notice that the newest leaf isn’t moving to the side, this tells you that growth has stopped. The cane isn’t
getting any taller. You must now stop applying fertiliser. NO MORE FERTILSER IS GIVEN UNTIL GROWTH
STARTS AGAIN NEXT SUMMER (about November). You water just a little through the 7 month dormant period to
stop the plant desiccating too badly, but don’t water it too much or you may rot off the roots.

Softcanes are easy to grow, spectacular orchids and readily available at nurseries, club sales tables, and pieces from
friends. There are great colour combinations available. The basic is purple/mauve with white in the throat and a dark
eye in the centre but there are whites, pinks, yellows and every combination in between. You don’t even need a
shadehouse to grow them. They grow nicely hanging in trees in the backyard with good light, or even tied onto the
tree, although the latter makes it hard to take them inside to enjoy the blooms. Why not try a few?

Cymbidium Balkis ‘Luath’ (benched by Jenny Richardson)
Now this is an orchid you don’t see every day in modern times. It was
registered by its creator “L De Rothschild” in 1934 and I presume that that
registrant was Lionel de Rothschild (1882-1942). He was the one who in
1918 bought property on the Solent near Southhampton to create the
ambitious Exbury Gardens. To stock this garden with new wonders from
all over the world, he continued the family’s history of funding plant
collectors who roamed the world collecting plants and seed of all sorts of
new botanical discoveries. During the period from 1931 to 1941, over 100
new orchid hybrids were registered to the name L. de Rothschild, including
the sensational Cymbidium Balkis.

I am not a Cymbidium specialist by any means but I imagine that Balkis must have been a sensation in its day. Over
60 different cultivars of Balkis have been awarded over the years, starting from 1944 but that would have been sooner
were it not for World War 2. I doubt that any of our more modern hybrids could boast a record even approaching that.
And although we tend to look down our noses at the quality of some of the breeding lines from those early days, you
can see from some of the pictures below from Orchidwiz’s database, that Balkis was really something.

‘Nevada’ ‘Tulip time’ ‘Captain Anderson’ ‘Exquisitum’
Balkis ‘Luath’ got its first award, an HCC in 1948 in NSW and was awarded again in 1950 raising the standard to an
AM. There are no records of ‘Luath’ being awarded anywhere else in the world so I presume it was a local variety. In
orchid hybrid registration they do not record which cultivars of the registered hybrid were used in making subsequent
registered crosses but what I can tell you is that Balkis was used as a direct parent in a huge 309 subsequent crosses
and that it is a parent or grandparent in 3,276 crosses. You would have to say it has been influential.
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Out of curiosity, I skimmed down the list of primary crosses to see where they had come from. As you might expect
most came from the big commercial orchid nurseries in the USA, but there were also a significant number registered
from here in Australia. Some of the registrants our more senior members will recognize are Wondabah Orchids in
Sydney, Barrita Orchids, Adelaide Orchids, and Valley Orchids from South Australia, and smaller but serious
breeders like Albert Chalmers, Colin Blackstock, and Sutherland Orchids. And of the crosses created, even I
recognized a few names that were famous in their day – Cym Wallara (as in Wallara ‘Gold Nugget’) and Narella (as
in Narella ‘Jennifer Gail’ which is still one of my all-time favourite Cymbidiums).

It I had had more time I might have been able to access the memories of some of our older growers who can recall
what was going on in the heady years of the 60’s and 70’s, but perhaps that is detail you don’t need. Suffice to say
that it is amazing that a lovely old patriarch (or matriarch?) like Balkis pops up in perfect condition in our virtual
benching. Thank you for sharing it with us Jenny.

Let me tell you a story - Jim Brydie -- A growers history with Dendrochilum
This lovely specimen of Dendrochilum tenellum grown by Kitt and Tony Reyes reminded
me of the first time I ever saw this species.

When I first came across Dendrochilums, about the only species we ever saw was
Dendrochilum cobbianum. An attractive, tough as nails orchid that everyone in every club
seemed to grow and flower. Dozens were sold on club sales tables and I can’t imagine how
many were sold at show sales. It grew quickly into a large plant that lent itself to division.
It flowered prolifically and had tall, long flower spikes each with up to 50 cream to white
15 mm flowers. Then, somewhere around the 70’s (?), all of a sudden we started to see
more and more and more new Dendrochilum species. There are hardly any hybrids made
between them because there seems no point. Just about every form, colour and shape exists
already as a species. Every time we were introduced to a new species we thought it was a sensation and everyone
wanted a piece. A nasty pattern that orchid growers tend to repeat throughout history.

Anyway, eventually we got to see Dchlm tenellum. It’s hard to forget the first time you
ever saw one of these weird grass like orchids with flowers so tiny you can’t believe they
are actually orchids. The first one I saw was this one of David Bank’s and if it hadn’t been
David holding it and telling us it was an orchid I wouldn’t have believed it.  How would
you like to hold out in from of you an orchid with maybe 1000 pseudobulbs and perhaps
10,000 flowers.

How could this thing possibly be an orchid? Just to make sure, what is it that makes a plant
an orchid? Well, there are some more technical things but first, orchid flowers are unique,
3 petals 3 sepals, and all the sexual parts are combined into a structure called a column.
Also, the pollen is aggregated into waxy masses (pollinia) on the tip of the column, and the
stigma is a sticky hollow lower on the column. So what do tenellum flowers look like
when you use a magnifying glass? Are they orchids?

Well how about that. Highly magnified, but a perfect orchid flower, even if you may have to take my word for some
of the finer detail such as the pollinia and stigma. magnified tenellum flrs▼

But what about pseudobulbs? Don’t Dendrochilum have
pseudobulbs? Again, yes. But they are rather hard to see or
define in tenellum (and some of the others within its closely
related section of Dendrochilum Section Accoridium). With
tenellum, the leaf has no leaf stem, and connects directly to
the top of the pseudobulb. As both the leaf and the
pseudobulb are terete, the join is a pretty smooth transition
from one to the other. I can’t find a picture that illustrates
the pseudobulb/leaf join but I did find this image (on the far
right) of 100 year old pressed specimens by the famous
botanist Oakes Ames, that show how relatively small the
pseudobulbs are (they are given as 1.2 to 8 cm long x 1 mm
to 3 mm wide) . And lastly, if the pseudobulb is so short, isn’t it odd that the
inflorescence appears to arise from near the top of leaf and not the pseudobulb?

On appearances, the place the flower spike comes from seems to be impossible
because leaves do not have growth nodes from which flowers can arise. However,
the answer is that the inflorescence does actually arises from the top of the
pseudobulb but the lower portion (the stem or peduncle) is enclosed perfectly within
the terete leaf and it is only the upper part of the inflorescence that grows out through the leaf near the top end. Now
how is that for a neat trick. Are you as impressed as I was when I found out?
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Den aemulum x speciosum ‘Foxtail’ benched by Trevor and Pauline Onslow
This is the month our native Australian Dendrobiums begin to show their stuff
and there were some great examples in this month’s virtual benching’,
especially two rather unusual ones that I would like to talk about in a little
more detail. The first is this one of Trevor and Pauline’s.

You all know Dendrobium speciosum so I will only say that it is quite a
variable species. I can only guess of course, but I would assume that the
speciosum parent of this lovely hybrid of the Onslows must have been one of
the types that have long densely flowered spikes of smaller white flowers. All
the speciosums are stunning but the drawback is that plants are very big and
slow growing. The other parent, Den aemulum (the ‘Ironbark orchid’), is the
more unusual of the two and you rarely see ANY hybrids from this lovely but intriguing species.

Aemulum occurs on the east coast of Australia from SE NSW to NE Qld., epiphytic, mostly
fairly coastal and near streams. There are 2 distinct varieties. The first is found in rainforests
on Brush Box trees (Tristania conferta). These aemulums have narrow canes up to 20 cm long
and have dark green shiny leaves. The second variety is found on Ironbark Eucalypts in more
open forests. This second type has shorter, more stumpy canes that are crowded together.
Both varieties have a shortish, densely flowered raceme of about 3cm white flowers with
narrow floral segments which makes them look a little spidery. The best can have up to 20
flowers per inflorescence, but most would be more like 7-10. It can be cultivated successfully
with some understanding but strongly prefers to be grown mounted rather than potted. There
appears to be a strong mycorrhizal association at its roots that is required for it to grow well.

Only 6 Den. aemulum hybrids have ever been registered so far and this one of the Onslow’s
was number 4. It’s hybrid name is Den Maria’s Star and it was registered in 2008 by David Cleal from Brisbane. The
combination in Maria’s Star is a very happy one to my eye. Slightly less ‘stiff’ flowers than speciosum and a little less
organized, but softer, fluffier, and somehow delicate. A very pleasing appearance. Congratulations Trevor and
Pauline, a lovely orchid.

Den linguiforme x schoenina (= Den Michael Jupp) – ‘benched’ by Chris Wilson.
This is the second of the Australian Dendrobiums I want to explore a little. Both
parents in this cross are members of Section Rhizobium of the genus. In other
words, the terete leaf Dendrobiums. There are about 30 species in this group.

There was a proposal some years back to separate section Rhizobium out of
Dendrobium and make it a separate genus as Dockrillia, and it seemed for a while
that this might be accepted. However, ultimately, Dockrillia was dumped and these
are now all Dendrobiums once more.

Not all Section Rhizobium species are genuinely
terete leaved of course. You would hardly describe
the ‘fingernail orchid’ Den lingiuiforme, or the
gherkin shaped Den cucumerina, as having terete
leaves, but there are common characteristics.

All these species have a creeping wiry rhizome, no
discernable pseudobulbs, and just a single fleshy
leaf per stem growth and no leaf sheaths. The terete leaf types have
leaf  that is much longer than wide and they have a visible channel
down the leaf. The terete leaf types are usually (but not all)
pendulous. The shorter fleshier leaf types do also have a channel
down the leaf but in many you can’t see it because it has become
invisible, covered by what used to be some of the inner fleshy layers
inside the leaf. The reduction of the leaves and transformation to a
fleshy structure, are almost certainly an adaption to dryer
environments as a mechanism to reduce loss of water through
evaporation. But nearly all of Section Rhizobium also share another D. schoenina D. cucumerinum
noticeable evolutionary difference and that is that their flowers are non-resupinate. That is, they flower upside down,
with the lip uppermost.

For years, horticulturists have been trying to hybridise Section Rhizobium species among themselves and with other
Dendrobiums to explore mid characteristic types that might be more attractive, have more colour, or be unique on
some way, but overall my personal ignorant opinion is that they have had little success. I am sure many native orchid
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specialist will howl in horror at my assessment but I must say the vast majority of terete leaf hybrids hardly represent
any improvement on the natural species.

Chris’s Michael Jupp is one of the most attractive of this mixed Rhizobium type I have seen, especially for its overall
physical appearance. The short, stubby, fleshy leaves of linguiforme and the traditional pendent terete leaves of
schoenina, have combined to create an almost exactly intermediate leaf system. The leaves are terete but short and fat,
and the plant habit looks more like the creeping rhizome system of linguiforme than the dingle dangle of schoenina.
Chris may be keen to experiment further but I think he has already has a winner in this one. Beautiful snow white
flowers all over an attractive dark green close set plant. But who knows, Chris may even come up with something
better. Keep trying Chris, you will get to register the next one in your own name.

With all my (zero) experience in making hybrids, maybe
you could try it with D. striolatum? That has to be my
favourite Rhizobium species. Being the most southerly
distributed of all, it has some advantages in cultural
adaptability, but it’s most pleasing feature is surely it’s
wonderfully dense and compact growth habit and heavy
flowering. The flowers are about 2 to 2.5 cm across and can
come in a variety of colour combinations. The background
colour is anything from pale green to olive green to full yellow. It usually has reddish stripes on the petals and sepals
but in some they can be missing or hardly noticeable. The lip is white with lovely ruffles at the tip. A number of
cultivars have been awarded, including ‘Yellow Star” pictured above. Those below give an idea of the variations.

In nature, striolatum is found from Tasmania northward to perhaps the Hunter Valley in NSW, just above Newcastle.
It has terete leaves but the plant is very compact and is usually found as a lithophyte growing on rock faces, which
makes it amenable to cultivation in shallow pans or slatted baskets. They also tolerate relatively low temperatures.
Even down to almost zero degrees C reasonably well. I must admit I do grow a couple of striolatums but unless some
hybrid I won in raffle happens to have a bit of striolatum, I don’t grow its hybrids.

The Holy directive
In a convent in Ireland, the 99-year-old Mother Superior lay quietly. She was dying. The Nuns had gathered around
her bed, laying garlands of flowers around her and trying to make her last journey as comfortable as possible. They
wanted to give her warm milk to drink but she declined.

One of the nuns took the glass back to the kitchen, then, remembering a bottle of Irish Whiskey that had been received
as a gift the previous Christmas, she opened it and poured a generous amount into the warm milk.

Back at Mother Superior's bed, they lifted her head gently and held the glass to her lips. The very frail Nun drank a
little, then a little more and before they knew it, she had finished the whole glass down to the last drop.

As her eyes brightened, the nuns thought it would be a good opportunity to have one last talk with their spiritual
leader. "Mother," the nuns asked earnestly, "Please give us some of your wisdom before you leave us."

She raised herself up very slowly in the bed on one elbow, looked at them and said: “don’t sell the cow!”

Shorties
*Remember, if you lose a sock in the dryer, it comes back as
a Tupperware lid that doesn't fit any of your containers.

*Sign on the back of a wine transport truck – “In case of
accident – bring cheese and crackers, lots and lots of cheese
and crackers.”
*All the propaganda about the lack of quality of the Russian
Covid 19 vaccine are rubbish. I wanted to let you know that
I had the vaccine injected over a week ago and I can tell you
there are absolutely no negative .. sideefectovski? …
sideffeski secundariovski? Kto O6oxxaio Nyet nya.
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